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I’m wearing my hottest shorts
to make up for the cold

Today started off at 0-dark
thirty
with
another
’workout’, although after
our performance yesterday
Steph and I decided to go
swimming instead. We had
a good time and I think that
our muscles really needed
the break. Lucky for our
guns our schedules line up so
that we don’t
have to work
out tomorrow
at all :D

Our ‘workout’ went pretty well, at least
better than it did for certain other
people….

Did I mention that I
have a waterproof
camera? 

Steph showing me the bottom of the
hot tub. That is not a balding spot, it’s
just a bad camera angle…

I’ve had some bad workouts, but I’ve never left the gym feet first. As far as I
could tell he faceplanted on his bike on his way to the gym, he seemed to have
a pretty good sense of humor about his missing teeth. This only serves to
reinforce my theory that working out can be extremely hazardous…

Chad, Kelly, and
THUNDERCATS!!!

Anyhow, I spent the morning working or Kelly
and Chad and headed off to lunch with the lady
who used to have my job (Linda). She’s a riot and
she has a job *chock* full of tps reports now,
mwahaha :D Have I ever mentioned that I love
my job?
I stopped by
the gun store
after
lunch
looking
for
airsoft
stuff,
and they had
tannerite
targets.
Tannerite,
Read: legal I’m not sure that I want to eat at a place that
burritos go to when they die, even if they
explosive.
*were* good burritos….

It’s like a good
time waiting for a
place to happen.
I would have
gotten some, but
I
have
There was even a video on the tv showing
absolutely
Turns out that dead burritos aren’t
how to use the stuff, which included a safety
all *that* bad….
*no
idea*
section with a guy beating some of the
explosive with a sledgehammer….
what I’d do
with it. I might get some anyhow… :p
Thanks to my friend Marco and an awesome article he sent me, I knew all
about good ol’ tannerite. 
http://www.cracked.com/article_17016_7-items-you-wont-believe-areactually-legal.html
I’ve been trying not to send out links to things, but that’s a mighty
educational article…

Steph in the Fly Rider 

The highlight of my
afternoon
was
Stephanie stopping
by to drop of some
mail in her superfly
university
postal
truck (Read, do a
DnD from her LLV
in official postal
lingo :p)

And starts jumping on people (let me tell
you about my broken leg one of these
days…)

Danielle gets really excited about
alots… Although I can’t see one in
this picture…

After work I stopped by the solar car
team meeting and got home to find out
that some of the final components for
the laser obstacle course had arrived :D
Have a great day everyone!!one!
Dave
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

Hooray mirrors and camera mounts!!
I can’t wait for Saturday!!

